The 2015 BSF Surface Measurement Trip
Bonneville Salt Flats measurement trip – August 2015 – Executive Overview
On August 6 through 9 2015, a trip to the Bonneville Salt Flats (BSF) was conducted to
measure the salt crust thickness and examine the overall conditions of the BSF racing surface.
There is an eight chapter report filled with details that is available to those who wish
underpinning data. This paper is an executive summary / overview of that report.
Our primary focus of this report is that the Bonneville Salt Flats (BSF) are being depleted - - - The current conditions will not support Land Speed Racing. Supporting this assertion are
four major points contained in the report:
First major point – The salt sediment surface has been so removed / reduced / depleted /
damaged / diminished / eroded / extracted over so many years that it is now gone. As
demonstrably shown in this view, the nearby surface level has been substantially lowered.

A recent photo shows a culvert in the county access road that once was at or even slightly
below ground level. This culvert was installed to allow water to migrate from one side of the
road to the other. The culvert entry is now 16 to 18 inches above contact with the surface of
the surrounding ground base. The BSF is totally flat and is maintained by nature in such a
state. Numerous surveys with extremely tight accuracies indicate that the entire surface is
within less than 2 inches of absolutely level and flat. 18 to 20 inches of material is gone.
Another view, of the same culvert, shows that so much salt and sediment material is gone that
vegetation is beginning to thrive in the underlying soil material. Vegetation does not grow in
salt nor does it grow in the top several layers of the salt sediment stack. The salt is all gone –
about 20 inches or so of it is gone.
Second major point - What Salt Crust is left is extremely thin and fragile – sometimes
non-existent. Nowhere on the BSF surface is the salt crust more than 3 inches thick with the
average at about one inch and many areas under ½ inch. This surface crust thickness will not
adequately support high speed race vehicles in any acceleration position on any course any is
suitable for few deceleration phases of the BSF course.

This is a view of the BSF Long Course Mile Four where a vehicle on the way to 400 mph would
be well over 350 mph and applying maximum acceleration – one slip here and a disaster is in
the offing. This surface (actually one of the better ones) is not acceptable for high speed time
trials from either a safety or an achievement perspective. What salt is left is too fragile (nearly
non-existent) to support the high speed time trial endeavor.
Third Major Point– The Federal Lease Collection Ditch system through which the BLM
operates their mining leases is very effective. That ditch system, installed in 1964 and
located at the far end of the surface area we use – down near Floating Mountain – works so
good that there is no salt at all within the vicinity of the ditches.

Above left is a view of one of the pumping stations designed to help the harvested brine keep
moving along toward the settling ponds south of the highway. When the water tables are high
the pumping station is not needed since gravity keeps the brine moving – when the water table
gets lower – the pumping stations are necessary to maintain flow for the brine harvest
process. The end of the SCTA/BNI long courses and the International course is a few miles
beyond the bend in the ditch shown here. The view in the right above looks out past the ditch

wall into the distance and shows no salt at all. When this ditch is not pumped – when the brine
is not harvested – the areas in sight gradually turn white as the surface pond & brine return salt
slowly (over many years) comes back and the salt percolation processes continue – but when
it is pumped (harvested) – there is no visible remaining salt at all. The collection ditch is very
effective – it has “collected” all of the salt in sight and you can see for several miles out there
especially with assistance of binoculars.
Forth Major Point – The general condition of the BSF is so fragile that any anomaly will
render it unusable. In 2014 a very strong rain flooded the area. In past decades with thicker
salt and more manageable water tables – much of that water could have soaked into the
surface sediment layers. But with shallow salt (due to depletion) and accompanying high
water table levels and the salt was so thin and the water table so high that the only solution
was to wait for evaporation, which would take months. Most of the scheduled meets were
cancelled in 2014. This year – 2015 – we experienced some mud flow layers on top of old but
suitable salt from 2013 / 2014 and prior years. The mud flow area dried in an irregular fashion
leaving a very rough surface not suitable for high speeds. The location of that mudflow was
right in the middle of our course area. Again, due to depletion, there are insufficient other
areas of salt to move any of the courses to a layout that could “dodge” the resulting roughness.
Consequently, all of the 2015 meets will also be cancelled.

This photo shows a measurement in process indicating roughness of the salt available for our
courses in the middle acceleration miles. You can see a straight edge laid on the salt surface.
In this particular sample, we measured 18 substantial height variations in 40 feet of sample at
irregular spacing with magnitudes up to 3.25 inches. This is a very rough surface – not
remotely suitable for racing. It would be catastrophic for a race vehicle especially an
unsuspended vehicle as many are. This roughness has been caused by a natural weather
anomaly – a mud flow caused by excessive rain – and that normal anomaly has rendered the
BSF unusable. Returning to the primary focus of the report which is that the Bonneville Salt
Flats (BSF) are being depleted - - - - The current conditions will not support Land Speed
Racing. We feel the report supports that assertion.

